
MALL OF THE FUTURE
CONCEPTS & 
IDEAS



Overview

o The Mall Study
o The New Mall 

Experience
o Latest Technologies 

(including holograms)
o Attractions



The Mall Study

Mall strolling is so prolific, it has 
become part of everyday life of 
people. Over the past years, the 
proliferation of the malls in every 
country has been unstoppable and 
the competition between major 
players become very stiff. 

For this reason different kinds of 
corporate strategies and innovation 
was conducted regularly to deliver 
the best mall experience and drive 
more customers profitably.



The Mall Study

A study conducted by a research 
consultancy expert named Verde 
Group entitled  “Shopping Mall 
Study” they discussed what mall 
features and characteristics build 
shopper satisfaction and loyalty.

The study found that there are four 
distinct attributes of the Shopping 
Mall experience that drive shopper 
satisfaction and grow shopper 
loyalty.



4 ATTRIBUTES OF MALL 
SATISFACTION AND LOYALTY

DISCOVERY

Does the mall offer a diversity of stores and restaurants, with unique products and 
interesting special events? Is it attractive, inviting and environmentally conscious?

COMFORT 

Is the mall clean, well maintained and safe? Are washrooms numerous,  easy to find 
and sanitary?

NAVIGATION

How simple is it to find the mall from the street or highway? Once inside, is the mall 
layout easy to navigate with clear signage?

ACCESIBILITY

Is parking ample and conveniently located?



In this presentation we will give a conceptual framework 
where we can establish an idea for the Discovery 
attributes. These technologies are very essential 
aspects to create an exceptional shopping experience.

How can we enhance discovery in an urban 
leisure environment?



“Discovery” makes the difference.

A successful shopping mall must 
have an appropriate blend of all 
attributes. But when it comes to 

creating loyal mall patrons 
“Discovery” is the most important 
attribute, far outweighing all other 

experience factors.  



WHEN DISCOVERY IS ABSENT, 
SHOPPERS LEAVE

Why is that?

• There was nothing new or unique in the mall

• There were too many stores that carry the same products

• The range of stores was too limited

When “Discovery” issues are prevalent, 
shoppers spend less time and money 

in the mall. For example, shoppers who 
felt there was “nothing unique in the 

mall”



Creative Solution

By using all the latest technologies that will be shown here we will be 
able to come up with ideas on how to:

oCreate something that will make shoppers’ stay  in the mall worthwhile 
and unforgettable.

oMake shopping easy and less effort, giving them more time to enjoy 
dine, watch movies, play and stroll.



“Shoppers’ don’t just 
buy things, They seek 
enjoyment, pleasure 

and adventure!”



THE NEW MALL EXPERIENCE

A VISION OF THE FUTURE

The image on the 
right portrays a 

holographic shark  as 
an advertisement in 

front of the movie 
house itself.

Image is an excerpt from the movie “Back to the Future” 
 a 1985 American science fiction  film



Yes! It’s now possible!

Do you think its possible to make those 

movie special effects in reality?



“From the old ways of advertising like 
billboards, pamphlets, posters and others 

that causes grave pollution we’ll shift to the 
new, efficient, effective, attractive and 
interactive ways of product or service 

presentation!”



The Future is Now!

3d Holographic Image projected at different forms and sizes, 
viewing videos or pictures from glass surfaces, amusing water 
mist and smoke projection of static and dynamic images and 
projection mapping to small or big structures. 



The Future is Now!

All of these mediums are now available and waiting to be seen 
by the public. And now technologies have become more 
advance, viewers can easily interact in what they see with the 
use of latest tools like Voice Command Devices, Touch Screen 
Media, Kinect & Smartphone Apps.
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Putting it all together

“Have you ever imagined a mall where everything 
you want buy is controlled with just the tip of your 
fingers, with hand gestures or a voice command?”

This is what 

“The Mall of the Future” 

can bring…



The Mall of the Future
With the latest technologies
Ø Holography
Ø Touch Technology
Ø Foil Projection
Ø Projection Mapping
Ø Kinect / Motion Sensor
Ø Mobile Applications / QR scanning
Ø Voice Command Devices
Ø Magic & Illusion



HOLOGRAPHY

You've seen it in the movies and on rides in amusement 
parks. Interactive experiences that seem to reach out and 

grab you. 

However, the practical applications of these cutting-edge 
technologies have been viewed as being in the distant 

future. 

Well, we're here to tell you that the technology of the future 
has arrived.



HOLOGRAPHY

Holography is a technique which enables 
three-dimensional images to be made.

Holography is 
mostly achieved by 
combining 2 to 4 
separate images 
and projecting it to 
the surface. The 
images should be 
synchronized and 
must use proper 
image properties to 
render a realistic 3D 
composite.



HOLOGRAPHY

Those image projections 
are not limited to glass 
surfaces but can also be 
projected into water mist or 
even smoke through 
different techniques and 
applications.



HOLOGRAPHY

The image projected can be 
static(pictures/graphics) or 
dynamic(animated/videos) and 
can also be live with the use of 
cutting edge technologies!
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HOLOGRAPHY

It’s size can be as small as an 
iphone or as big as a 3 storey building.



HOLOGRAM
USES & FUNCTIONS

Holograms can be use in many ways!

Most popular uses for this device are:

• Product Display
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HOLOGRAM
USES & FUNCTIONS

Holograms can be use in many ways!

Most popular uses for this device are:

• Exhibits



HOLOGRAM
USES & FUNCTIONS

Holograms can be use in many ways!

Most popular uses for this device are:

• Fashion 

     Modelling



HOLOGRAM
USES & FUNCTIONS
It can also be used as

• Interior Design
• Point of Purchase Medium
• Replacement for billboards
• Replacement for statues or mannequin
• Event display 
• Hotel display
• Expo's 
• Reception area display
• Product Launches 
• Education presentation
• Museums display
• Waiting area display



HOLOGRAPHY

We can use several techniques to 
make the illusion of a hologram. 
These can be Pepper’s Ghost, 
Vikuity, Foil Projections, Smoke 
Projections, Black Screen 
Animations, Waterscreens, 
Mapped Surfacing….. With the 
latest technology they can interact 
with guest and answer questions.



Hologram Lantern

l Hanging Lantern with light.
l Hologram inside.
l Lanterns can hang on different 

heights.
l Can be used for advertising. 
l Every side can show a 

different hologram.
l Can be themed to fit the 

street.



Double sided Interactive

l Visitors can sit in the 
middle.

l Great photo and video 
opportunities of guests with 
holographic images.



Double Sided Interactive

l Great for advertising.
l Can have 4 different 

holograms.
l Crowdgatherer in open 

areas.
l Can be made for daylight 

showing.



Z - Display

l One side display.
l Perfect for interactive map of 

the shopping area.
l Visitors can rotate and zoom in 

with their hands.
l Visitors on other side can see 

themselves with the hologram 
and interact with it.



Standard Hologram

l Basic hologram display.
l One side, other 3 sides 

closed.
l Great for 3D holograms.



Holographic Theater

l Interactive hologram 
theater. 

l Great for fashion shows, 
catwalks and product 
presentations.

l Hybrid: can have real 
persons inside who interact 
with the holograms.



Holographic bridge

l Hologram setup covering a bridge. Visitors see the walkers 
surrounded by holograms.

l Can cover up several floors.
l Can have large holograms.



4 – Sided Hologram Theater

l Covered up hologram 
stage.

l Holograms can be on all 4 
sides. 

l Can have real entertainers 
inside surrounded by 
holograms.



Stack Ornament

l Inside every pyramid is a 
hologram.

l Holograms can all be 
different.

l They can be linked so that a 
hologram moves up and 
down.

l Every side can have a 
different hologram.



Vikuity

l A special foil that can 
transform projections into 
realistic looking holograms.

l Works great at daytime.
l Making of the animations is 

time consuming because of 
accurate mapping.

l Very realistic!



Interactive Screen

l People see themselves 
on a screen together 
with animated creatures 
or in complete 
animated surroundings.

l Great for advertising.



TOUCH TECHNOLOGY

Most people uses this 
technology from 
cellular phones, tablets, 
eBook reader, 
computer monitor and 
TV screens  for many
different purposes.
But it can also be used 
as a point of purchase 
medium.

Touch Technology has become the way of the future and 
is now incorporated into many devices, it offers users the 
most natural way to interact with the software



TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
USES & FUNCTIONS

Some malls today 
put interactive kiosk
where shoppers can
easily view or search

Products they want
to purchase. This will
give shoppers more

Information about the
Product they want to

buy.



TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
USES & FUNCTIONS

It can also be a 
medium of purchase 

so that shoppers don’t 
need to fall in line to 
pay on the counter. 

Just the use of an 
electronic payment 

and they can get the 
product after 

processing the sale.



TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
USES & FUNCTIONS

Touch Technology will bring shoppers’ a unique way of "dining” 
• where customers can just choose an order from the touch table and 

it will automatically process the order. There’s no need for a 
waiter/waitress to get orders. Foods are just a touch away… 



TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
USES & FUNCTIONS

Touch tables can also be used at waiting areas for shoppers where:
• They can access touch applications and games, 
• They can also shop while waiting with the mall’s own software installed 

on the touch table.
• They can access the internet, watch videos or connect with people. 



TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
USES & FUNCTIONS

Window Touch Screens / Touch Foils

This technology commonly used 
for shopping windows where 
passers-by can view the product 
or services that the boutique 
offers. Passers-by can access all 
information about their offerings 
without going inside the shop. This 
can also be very helpful for those 
who like to check if a product or 
service is available without 
entering the shop itself. It saves 
time and energy for shoppers.



FOIL PROJECTIONS 

Foils can be used to transform any glass or acrylic surface into 
a screen for advertising purpose or it can also be interactive 
touch foils with the use of touch technology.



FOIL PROJECTIONS 
USES & FUNCTIONS

Whatever your presentation project is, for sales 
or entertainment, large or small, there are foil 

projection screen solution that will bring your ideas 
into reality, drive traffic to your shop and covert 
visuals into sales. With amazing visual window 

displays adds an extra dimension to your 
presentation, exhibition, or venue. 



PROJECTION MAPPING

Projection mapping, also known as video mapping is a 
projection technology used to turn objects, often irregularly 
shaped, into a display surface for video projection. 



PROJECTION MAPPING
USES & FUNCTIONS

These objects may be 
complex industrial 

landscapes, such as 
buildings. By using 

specialized software, a 
two or three dimensional 

object is spatially mapped 
on the virtual program 
which mimics the real 
environment it is to be 

projected on. The 
software can interact with 

a projector to fit any 
desired image onto the 

surface of that object.



PROJECTION MAPPING
USES & FUNCTIONS

This technique is 
used by artists and 
advertisers alike who 
can add extra 
dimensions, optical 
illusions, and notions 
of movement onto 
previously static 
objects. The video is 
commonly combined 
with, or triggered by, 
audio to create an 
audio-visual 
narrative.
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KINECT / MOTION SENSOR

A device that detects moving objects, particularly people. It is 
often integrated as a component of a system that 
automatically performs a task when a recognizable gesture 
was performed or detected.



KINECT / MOTION SENSOR
USES & FUNCTIONS

It is commonly used today for gaming



KINECT / MOTION SENSOR
USES & FUNCTIONS

Exercises and more entertaining ways!



KINECT / MOTION SENSOR
USES & FUNCTIONS

It’s also used as an interactive display for shopping malls.

Easy and fun way to try a product when shopping.



KINECT / MOTION SENSOR
USES & FUNCTIONS

Motion sensor can 
also be integrated to 
other viewing media.

It may act as an 
object controller for 
HOLOGRAM & FOIL 
PROJECTION for a 
more interactive way 
of shopping.



MOBILE APPS & QR SCANNING

As the mobile industry grows and competition becomes regular it 
goes the same with the creation of mobile applications. These 
applications add to the total experience of the mobile user.



Interactive Floor

l Interactive floor that reacts on people walking over it.
l Theme can change constantly. Sometimes with underwater 

life, or a jungle, or the universe…
l Several technical options to achieve this. Does not have to be 

a floor of LED screens.



MOBILE APPS
USES & FUNCTIONS
Some of mobile apps are dedicated for a certain store or a mall as 
their E-Commerce platform.



QR SCANNING

Originally QR or Quick Response Code are designed for 
industrial uses, it have become common in consumer 
advertising. 

Typically, a smartphone is used as a 
QR-code scanner, displaying the code 

and converting it to some useful form 
such as a standard URL for a website, 
thereby obviating the need for a user 

to type it into a web browser.



QR SCANNING
USES & FUNCTIONS

In the shopping industry, 
advertisers and marketers 

use the behavior of 
scanning to get consumers 

to buy, causing it to have 
the best impact on ad and 

marketing design. As a 
result, the QR code has 

become a focus of 
advertising strategy, since it 

provides quick and 
effortless access to the 

brand's website.



VOICE COMMAND DEVICES

A voice command device 
(VCD) is a device controlled by 
means of the human voice. By 

removing the need to use 
buttons, dials and switches, 

consumers can easily operate 
appliances or devices with their 

hands full or while doing other 
tasks, mobile phones also have 

voice-activated dialling and 
navigations.



VOICE COMMAND
USES & FUNCTIONS

Voice command can also be programmed 
to work on almost any type of media. It can 
work side by side with a motion sensor to 
any device. There are variety of ways to 
use it. 



Magic & Illusion

Another addition to attract 
shoppers attention and drive traffic 

to a mall are entertaining and 
unbelievable art like this. It is 

intriguing and  fun!



Magic & Illusion

People  are amazed when they 
see artworks like this. It can be 

the mall’s center piece.



It can also be a part of 
the mall’s interior 

design. It makes the 
shopping experience 

more fun and magical!

Magic & Illusion



Urban Attractions

Themeparks are out, Urban 
Leisure is in. The worldwide trend 
is adding attractions to malls, 
hotels and museums. These 
attractions can be used to 
entertain but also to enhance 
the shopping experience. Indoor 
entertainment and leisure 
complexes for the whole family in 
the same building where they 
buy their food and their clothes. 

Next some concepts of urban attractions 
developed by Neworks and Rianfil. 



Space Explorer

l A special-effect immersive space 
experience to entertain, enthuse 
and educate.

l A walkthrough combined with 
exciting attractions and 
interactive visual effects.

l You become a space cadet in the 
first part and then you go for a 
journey into space.

l Daring kids can go on the thrill 
ride, others watch the experience 
from the ground.



Primeval Seas

l A fantastic journey back to pre-historic 
times to see extraordinary see creatures 
from the beginning of time.

l A mix of a walkthrough with attractions 
and interactive effects like holograms and 
animatronics.

l Can be indoor and outdoor, can be made 
to fit the area available.

l It starts with a simulator submarine trip to 
the exhibition island. 

l Visitors can walk around the site and go 
in to large tents where they can find the 
aquariums.



Pirates Adventure

Kids can go on adventures while 
their parents go shopping in the 
pirates village. Also very great 
for outdoor theming. Can have 
special themed events. All over 
the village kids can find small 
interactive playgrounds. And 
they can get pirates meals and 
drinks in the special food places.



Automated Shows

Automated shows are populair in 
theme parks, hotels and malls.
They are very often large 
fountain displays that change 
into lively shows with lighting, fire, 
lasers and other visual effects to 
create high energy experiences. 
They always draw large crowds 
and since the shows have fixed 
times visitors know when to be 
there and spend their time until 
then doing shopping. They fit in 
every budget. Content is key. 
Neworks is world famous for it’s 
automated shows.



Experience Cinema

l Surround experience.
l Interactive experience.
l Can have moving setups of 

small planes, birds or 
turtles…



End of Presentation

There comes a moment in everyones life where you 
stop wondering and begin to believe….



Website: http://rianfil.com/
Erik Visser (leisure magic and management) 
Email: evillusionist@gmail.com
Phone: 00316 1963 4061
Skype: magicevi  
Main office Sneek, The Netherlands 
Exequel (the hologram expert)
Email: cyberjohn143@gmail.com
Skype: exequel12

http://rianfil.com/
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